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MAKING JERKY 
Dried Beef or Venison (With Cure) 

 
Jerky is made with very lean meats so that the moisture level in the final product is 
very dry.  The meat is cured, dried and sometimes smoked.  Moisture content is low, 
usually 25-35%.  Either the dry- or pickle-cure procedures can be used. 
 
Suggested meats include : 
 Beef Rounds, Venison or other game 
 
*Cure Mix:  Complete Cure (Salt, Sugar, Sodium Nitrite .75%), or a mixture of  7 
parts Salt and 1 part of Modern Cure 6.25%. 
 
Dry-Cured Processing 
1.  Slice the meat across the grain in 1/4” strips. 
2.  Cover the bottom of a curing tub with thin layer of the cure mix*. 
3.  Place a single layer of meat strips on the layer of the cure mix. 
4.  Lightly sprinkle a layer of cure then add another layer of meat and so on until the 
tub is full.  
5.  Do not use more than 5 oz of the cure mixture to 10 lb of meat. 
6.  Cure the meat at 40-45 degrees F for 36 to 72 hours. 
7.  Remove from the cure, rinse off surface salt thoroughly. 
8.  Lightly sprinkle Jerky Seasoning at this time just as you would season a fine steak. 
*If mold might become a problem for you, consider a spray or dip solution of 
Potassium Sorbate just before applying the seasoning. 
9.  Place a single layer on screen, or hang on a smoke tree . 
10.  Follow the guidelines below for drying. 
 
Pickled-Cured Processing 
1.  Slice the meat across the grain in 1/4” strips and place meat strips in an 
appropriate pan. 
2.  Make a pickle-cure using 2 lb of Complete Cure in 1 gallon of water. 
     Alternate pickle-cure:  1.75 lb of Salt and .25 lb of Modern Cure in 1 gallon of 
 water. 
3.  Cure meat at 40-45 degrees F for 36 to 72 hours. 
4.  Thoroughly soak and rinse the meat to remove excess salt. 
5.  Follow Steps 8-10 above to complete the process. 
 
USDA recommends precooking the meat to an internal temperature of 160 degrees to 
destroy remaining bacteria prior to drying. 
    Drying   Minimum 
 Temperature Drying Time  
 125* F         10 hours 
 135* F    8 hours 
 145* F  7 hours 
 155*F     4 hours 
 


